Sedona Pendant
DESCRIPTION
The small scale of the Sedona pendant light from Tech Lighting
doesnâ€™t even begin to inhibit this pendant light from making
a dramatic statement, particularly when installed in clusters
using Tech Lighting multiport canopies to make a custom
chandelier. While each transparent clear and transparent
smoke glass orb is perfectly spherical and smooth on the
exterior surface, the interior surface features gradually
thickening bands of glass which are artfully crafted by talented
artisans to add alluring visual interest to your space. Two, fully
dimmable vintage tubular style LED lamping options are not
only energy efficient, but also allow you to customize these
pendant lights to your desired ambiance. Includes 35 watt,
halogen bipin or 8 watt, 300 delivered lumen, 3000K
replaceable SORAA LED module. Fixture provided with six feet
of fieldcuttable cable. Dimmable with lowvoltage electronic or
magnetic dimmer (based on transformer). Works with SORAA.
INSTALLATION
Socket terminates with FreeJack male connector, which may be
installed into a system connector. Elements ordered with a
system prefix include a connector for that system. For use on
T~TRAK, order FreeJack version and T~TRAK FreeJack
Connector (sold separately).
WEIGHT
33lb / 1.361.36kg ±
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Note: Note: MP includes 4" Round Flush Canopy.
Aged Brass finish includes satin nickel system hardware.
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